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Custom Mission - Crash Landing
I have no idea, what we shot down this morning, but now they come out of their holes to get it back.

I want it! Go! Bring it to me!

- Miron Jentar, Claw Master of the VIII Legion, Night Lords

The Armies
Both forces should number between 1500 and 
3000 points.

The Battlefield
Deploy as per the map presented below.

Mission Special Rules
Reserves
Night Fighting
Contested Warzone: The first time a terrain 
piece is entered by a unit during the game, roll a 
d6 at the end of the phase and apply the 
according effect from the following chart:
1 - Clean: Nothing happens
2 - Crumbling Ground: The terrain is counted 
as dangerous on top of its usual effects for the 
remainder of the game.
3 - Mined: All models inside the terrain piece 
immediately suffer a single S6 AP4 hit with no 
cover saves allowed. Vehicles are struck in their 
weakest armour facing.
4 - Grav-Mines: All units inside the terrain piece 
must pass a strength test on 2d6 (using their 
majority value). If a unit fails, it is pinned.
5 - Unexploded Ordnance: Center a 5“ blast 
template in the middle of the terrain piece and 
scatter it d6“ (it cannot leave the terrain piece by 
this). This blast template is then treated as a shot 
from a barrage weapon with S9 AP3.
6 - Buried Relics: The terrain piece becomes an 
objective marker in addition to its other effects 
and is worth d3 victory points.

After this the second player deploys his entire 
force, except for any units held in reserve, in the 
remaining deployment zone.

Roll a d3 for each objective to determine the 
amount of victory points it is worth.

First Turn
The player deploying first can choose to take the 
first turn. If he does, his opponent may try to 
seize the Initiative.

Game Length
After the fifth turn, a d6 is rolled. On a 4+, a 
sixth and final turn is played.

Victory Conditions
The player with the most victory points wins the 
game.

Primary Objectives
At the end of the game, each objective marker is 
worth its rolled value to the player holding it.

Secondary Objectives
Slay the Warlord, Attrition, Price of Failure

When a unit starts the game inside of a terrain 
piece, this terrain piece is always considered to 
be ‚Clean‘.

Deployment
Before deploying their forces, each player should 
first roll for their Warlord Traits and psychic 
powers where necessary.

Divide the battlefield in six equal squares and 
place a single objective in the middle of each 
one. Afterwards scatter every objective 2d6“. If 
the objective marker is part of or is represtented 
by a piece of terrain which would leave the table 
or overlap another piece of terrain by that 
scatter, reduce the distance by the minimum 
needed to be able to place it fully on the 
battlefield.

Set up any player-owned fortifications.

The players roll off and the winner of this can 
choose whether he wants to deploy first or 
second.
The player deploying first may then choose one 
of the deployment zones as his own and deploy 
his entire force, except for any units held in 
reserve, into his deployment zone.


